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Transition in spacetime 
The momentary intraday point of position of time and space together 
 
Mostafa M. Korany 




The universe has two main dimensions spatial dimension (consists of three dimensions directional X, Y, Z) and the other 
dimension is the temporal dimension. Time and space are linked strongly inseparable so we will consider the time and 
place one. Is the dimension of spacetime (it provided by Einstein in his theory of relativity). Spacetime dimension includes 
the temporal dimension and spatial dimension (the three dimensions of space).  Spacetime dimension two (real spacetime 
– Vision spacetime).  Spacetime has two cases:    1- Navigate spacetime       2- The change in spacetime. spacetime is 
Personally like a fingerprint and it always variable ( everyone has Personally spacetime and there are not find two of 
spacetime are the same. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Einstein in his theory of relativity proved that the time and space is one and there are 4 dimensions (three space 
dimensions + one time dimension). i will study the space and time as one dimension called ( spacetime). It is two 
dimensional between them strong Correlation make them as one dimension. Spacetime is personally like a fingerprint and 
it always variable (everyone has personally spacetime and there are not find two of spacetime are the same). 
 Spacetime is the momentary intraday point of position of time and place together. The unit of spacetime is "meter * 
second". Spacetime equal “time Multiplied by the space ".  
 1.1 Types of spacetime  
        The real-spacetime (St) is the momentary intraday point of position of time and space together. It always 
variable intraday point and it Discontinuous “everyone and every event has one intraday point of spacetime and 
direction to the future always”. And it has intraday real variable values. 
          The vision-spacetime (Sv) is The momentary intraday point of position of the real-spacetime to time and 
space together the vision-spacetime is  seeing  the real spacetime after it occurs and it can be in many points  in the 
same time. It is the past of real-spacetime because it Repetition of the real-space time occurred. We can control in the 
interval between the real and the vision spacetime  and can make it very small but can not make it equal zero. 
1.2 Cases of spacetime 
         Navigate spacetime (Travel in time) is Momentary intraday Transition from intraday real-spacetime to anther 
real spacetime in past. 
        The change in spacetime is Momentary intraday Transition from intraday spacetime to anther spacetime by 
kinetic revving or kinetic slowdown leading to Increase the spatial Displacement and decreases in the Displacement 
of time Or vice versa. 
          In this paper, i study the space and time as one dimension. It is two dimensional between them strong 
Correlation make them as one dimension i explain and clear why we can not travel in time and extend new 
hypothesis theory about spacetime and the meaning of transition in spacetime. 
2.  Displayed Equations    
               𝑆𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛    𝑇𝑛                                     General equation for Spacetime    (1) 
Spacetime is the momentary intraday point of position of time and place together. It equal “time Multiplied by the space ".  
The unit of spacetime is "meter * second".  
      2.1 real spacetime 
           𝑆𝑡𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛−1   𝑇𝑛−1                            General equation for real Spacetime    (2) 
The momentary intraday point of position of time and space together and it equal “momentary time Multiplied by the space 
unit or its position to another body”.. 
𝑆𝑡 = 𝑋0   𝑇0  ,  𝑋0    = 1           , 𝑇0 = 𝑒0                                                        (3) 
The space unit = 1 m    ,  𝒆𝟎         His momentary age 
  𝑆𝑡 = 𝑋0   𝑇0  = Km.year,  𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2
,    𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝                     (4) 
𝑇𝑝                             Time in the planet or age of planet 
 , 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2                     his position points (the vertical and horizontal distance from radius). 
1.3 vision spacetime ( Sv )        
               𝑆𝑣𝑛 = 𝑆𝑡𝑛 +  𝑑𝑠          General equation for vision spacetime               (5) 
The momentary intraday point of position of the real-spacetime to time and space together and it equal “sum of real-
spacetime and the change in spacetime until the occurrence of vision”. 
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑋
−
 𝑇−            𝑆𝑣𝑛 = 𝑆𝑡𝑛 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇−      
𝑆𝑡𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛−1   𝑇𝑛−1               𝑆𝑣𝑛 = (𝑋𝑛−1   𝑇𝑛−1) +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− 
𝑋−               The distance between the real spacetime and point of Vision which the photon moves it by speed of light 
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𝑇−                The time between the real spacetime and point of Vision which the photon moves it by speed of light. 
𝑆𝑣 = 𝑆𝑡 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− =  𝑋0   𝑇0  + 𝑋
−
 𝑇− = 𝑒0  +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− ,                          (6) 
  𝑋0    = 1           , 𝑇0 = 𝑒0 
𝑆𝑣 = 𝑆𝑡 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− = 𝑋0   𝑇0 + 𝑋
−
 𝑇− = 𝑇𝑝  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2 + 𝑋− 𝑇−                (7) 
𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2
        ,    𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝  
1.4 Navigate spacetime (Travel in time) 
          ∆𝑆 =   ∆𝑇 ∆𝑋 =   (𝑋1   − 𝑋𝑜) (𝑇1   −  𝑇0  )           General equation for Navigate spacetime.  (8)                                                                                          
The Momentary intraday Transition from intraday real-spacetime to another real spacetime in past. and it equal 
“momentary of  difference  between the primary real time and the final real time Multiplied by the difference  
between the primary real space and the final real space. 
 
1.5 The possibility of navigate spacetime 
     𝑋0    = 1     , 𝑇0 =  𝑒0 ,  𝑋1    = 1    , 𝑇1 = 𝑒1 
∆𝑆 =   ∆𝑇 ∆𝑋 =   (𝑋1   − 𝑋𝑜) (𝑇1   −  𝑇0  )   
∆𝑆 =  (1   − 1) (𝑒1 −  𝑒0)  =   0  (𝑒1 −  𝑒0) = 0.0  
 
,    𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝 ,   𝑇1 =  𝑇𝑝1 
𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2
  , 𝑋1    =  𝑅𝑥1
2 + 𝑅𝑦1
2   ,     
3. Result and Discussion 
3.1 spacetime 
            There are 4 dimensions (three space dimensions + one time dimension). the space and time as one dimension 
called ( spacetime). It is two dimensional between them strong Correlation make them as one dimension. Spacetime is 
personally like a fingerprint and it always variable (everyone has personally spacetime and there are not find two of 
spacetime are the same). The momentary intraday point of position of time and place together. It equal time Multiplied by 
the space. 
𝑆𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛    𝑇𝑛                                     General equation for Spacetime 
     The unit of spacetime is "meter * second".  
 3.2 Types of spacetime  
I. The real-spacetime (St) is the momentary intraday point of position of time and space together. It always variable 
intraday point and it Discontinuous. Everyone and every event have one intraday point of spacetime and direction to the 
future always”. And it has intraday real variable values. It equal “momentary time Multiplied by the space unit or its position 
to another body”.  
EX 1 :    glass tube inside it one photon move from point to another point so it can not be in many points  in the same time 
it will be in one point only. This photon like the real-spacetime it will be in one point only and it can not be in many points in 
the same time too. 
           𝑆𝑡𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛−1   𝑇𝑛−1                            General equation for real Spacetime       
There are two ways to calculate the value of the real spacetime:  
For his own position and age (his momentary age Multiplied by the space unit one meter). 
𝑆𝑡 = 𝑋0   𝑇0  ,  𝑋0    = 1           , 𝑇0 = 𝑒0                                                        (3) 
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The space unit = 1 m    ,  𝒆𝟎         His momentary age 
EX 6:   Calculate the real spacetime for: (Person his age 21 year his position unit of place). 
Answer:    𝑋0    = 1 m   , 𝑇0 = 𝑒0 = 21 years = 21 * 356 * 24 * 60 * 60 s = 7476F 
Where F = 24 * 60 * 60 = 86400  
𝑆𝑡 = 𝑋0   𝑇0 = 1 * 7476 F = 7476 F = 21 year. Meter =7476 F second. Meter  
     𝑆𝑡    = 645, 93 * 10
6
 m.s 
The real Space Time of his point for planet: “momentary time Multiplied by its position to another body”. 
  𝑆𝑡 = 𝑋0   𝑇0  = Km.year,  𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2
,    𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝                     (4) 




2          his position points (the vertical and horizontal distance from radius). 
   EX 7:  Calculate the real spacetime for: (person his position points on the earth (30, 25) km. in the year of 2000). 
    Answer:   𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2 =   302 + 252  = 39,1 𝐾𝑚    
𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝 = 2000 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
𝑆𝑡 = 𝑋0   𝑇0 = 39,1 ∗ 2000 = 78200 𝐾𝑚 
This case can be applied for position of the planet to another planet, planet to sun, moon to planet, sun to the Galaxy, also 
be applied for nanoparticles such as electron to nucleus and atom to another atom.  
  
Fig.1 the real spacetime for position of the planet to another planet 
II vision spacetime (Sv) The momentary intraday point of position of the real-spacetime to time and space together 
the vision-spacetime is seeing the real spacetime after it occurs and it can be in many points in the same time. It is the 
past of real-spacetime because it Repetition of the real-space time occurred. We can control in the interval between the 
real and the vision spacetime and can make it very small but can not make it equal zero. 
EX 2:   we can see now light of star but maybe this star is exploded 5000 years ago.  
               𝑆𝑣𝑛 = 𝑆𝑡𝑛 +  𝑑𝑠          General equation for vision spacetime                
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Fig.2 vision spacetime it Repetition of the real-space time occurred 
The momentary intraday point of position of the real-spacetime to time and space together and it equal “sum of real-
spacetime and the change in spacetime until the occurrence of vision”. 
𝑑𝑠 = 𝑋
−
 𝑇−            𝑆𝑣𝑛 = 𝑆𝑡𝑛 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇−      
𝑆𝑡𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛−1   𝑇𝑛−1               𝑆𝑣𝑛 = (𝑋𝑛−1   𝑇𝑛−1) +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− 
𝑋−               The distance between the real spacetime and point of Vision which the photon moves it by speed of light 
𝑇−                The time between the real spacetime and point of Vision which the photon moves it by speed of light. 
There are two ways to calculate the value of the real spacetime the same case in calculate the value of the vision 
spacetime. 
 For his own position and age (his momentary age Multiplied by the space unit one meter). 
𝑆𝑣 = 𝑆𝑡 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− =  𝑋0   𝑇0  + 𝑋
−
 𝑇− = 𝑒0  +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− ,                           
  𝑋0    = 1           , 𝑇0 = 𝑒0 
The real Space Time of his point for planet: “momentary time Multiplied by its position to another body” 
  𝑆𝑣 = 𝑆𝑡 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− = 𝑋0   𝑇0 +  𝑋
−
 𝑇− = 𝑇𝑝  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2 + 𝑋− 𝑇−                 
𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2
        ,    𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝  
3.3 Cases of spacetime 
I. Navigate spacetime (Travel in time) is The Momentary intraday Transition from intraday real-spacetime to 
another real spacetime in past. and it equal “momentary of  difference  between the primary real time and the final real 
time Multiplied by the difference  between the primary real space and the final real space 
EX 3 :  Transition from 2000 to 1990. 
This case is impossible to occur because in real- spacetime of 2000 It there is no real –space time of 1990 it end and does 
not exist in 2000 so we can not Transition to 1990 It does not exist 
  ∆𝑆 =   ∆𝑇 ∆𝑋 =   (𝑋1   − 𝑋𝑜) (𝑇1   −  𝑇0  )           General equation for Navigate spacetime.   
 𝑋0    = 1     , 𝑇0 =  𝑒0 ,  𝑋1    = 1    , 𝑇1 = 𝑒1 
∆𝑆 =   ∆𝑇 ∆𝑋 =   (𝑋1   − 𝑋𝑜) (𝑇1   −  𝑇0  )   
 ∆𝑆 =  (1   − 1) (𝑒1 −  𝑒0)  =   0  (𝑒1 −  𝑒0) = 0.0                                                                                        
At point of 𝑋0   another point 𝑋1  = 0 and at point 𝑋1   another point 𝑋𝑜   = 0 because when stays in one point the other 
point does not exist so we can not calculate the real SpaceTime of𝑋1  .  Because does not exist in real SpaceTime 
of 𝑋𝑜  .. 
   𝑇0 =  𝑇𝑝 ,   𝑇1 =  𝑇𝑝1 
𝑋0    =  𝑅𝑥𝑜
2 + 𝑅𝑦𝑜
2




We Can not occurrence of navigate spacetime or travel in time. 
II. The change in spacetime is momentary intraday Transition from intraday spacetime to another spacetime by 
kinetic revving or kinetic slow down leading to Increase the spatial Displacement and decreases in the Displacement of 
time or vice versa.  The change in spacetime is not travel in time. spacetime is personally like a fingerprint and it always 
variable (everyone has personally spacetime and there are not find two of spacetime are the same). Spacetime can be 
accelerated and slowed, for example, can be spacetime of someone equal 1000 m.s or 10 m.s  it is not travel in time just it 
change in spacetime kinetic  ( kinetic revving or kinetic slowdown leading to Increase the spatial Displacement and 
decreases in the Displacement of time Or vice versa). This case just refers to the personal spacetime change fast or 
slowly. 
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EX 4 :    Someone wants to move 1000 kilometers and moves that distance five times in different way 
[1]  Way of movement [2]       Arrival Time [3]       Space time 
[4] On foot [5] 3 hours [6] T        S     
[7] by car [8] One hour [9] T         S   
[10] by train [11] 30 minutes [12] T         S 
[13] by plane [14] 10 minutes [15] T         S 
[16] by rocket [17] 5 minutes [18] T         S 
Table 1. Transition from intraday spacetime to another spacetime by kinetic revving 
 T            it means            Time dilation   
S             it means            spacetime Slowed 
 
Fig.3 Increase the spatial Displacement and decreases in the Displacement of time 
EX 5:  (Twin paradox) Twins at the age of 20, one of them traveled in space at close to the speed of light and the second 
person stayed on the ُ Earth.  The first person traveled period of time and returned to earth at the age of 25, he found his 
brother at the age of 90. 
      The first person traveled by speed close to the speed of light happened to him accelerate in space and time dilation 
led to occur case of change spacetime called (slowly spacetime). This means that his spacetime has become slow in 
Navigate from its point to its next point. The second person his spacetime Navigate natural in his spacetime path. 
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Fig.5 (Twin paradox) case of change spacetime
 
4. Conclusion 
Everyone and every event have one intraday point of spacetime and direction to the future always. And it has intraday real 
variable values. The vision-spacetime is the past of real-spacetime because it Repetition of the real-space time occurred. 
Spacetime can be accelerated and slowed, it is not travel in time just it change in spacetime kinetic (kinetic revving or 
kinetic slowdown leading to Increase the spatial Displacement and decreases in the Displacement of time or vice versa). 
This case just refers to the personal spacetime change fast or slowly. Can not occurrence of navigate spacetime or travel 
in time. 
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